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 2021’s most popular CSS Reset scripts, all in one place

 A free resource for web designers and developers. On the homepage, you'll find the most popular CSS Reset scripts to copy/paste, with documentation for each.
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How to Analyze Your Performance as a Web Developer 




Among the long-debated topics, there has been one more sought-after, measuring a web developer’s performance. Web developers’ high-quality performance is paramount for companies as they are the creator and maintainers of business software responsible for numerous important functions. 

So, what idea [...]

Read Article Read more →




	



Exploring CSS Animations in the Gaming Industry: Adding Life to the Game 




The gaming world is constantly changing, looking for fresh ways to grab players’ attention and improve their gaming adventures. To achieve this, developers are exploring different technologies to apply their creativity to the gaming industry, which also rubs on the [...]
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Revolutionizing Web App UI with CSS Innovations 




In today’s digital era, web applications revolutionize user experiences by offering unmatched convenience and accessibility. The success of these applications largely depends on their User Interface (UI), where Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) play a crucial role. CSS transforms the layout [...]
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Student Tips to Become a Self-Taught Developer 




The terms coding and programming are discouraging enough to most people, while in reality, acquiring the skills to code is not as difficult as most people picture it to be. A self-taught developer is usually a term used to describe [...]
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How Technology Can Help To Improve Horse Racing Data 




Horse racing, an ancient sport steeped in tradition, is now striding into the digital age. The question is no longer just about the fastest horse or the most skilled jockey; it’s about how technology can revolutionize the way we understand [...]

Read Article Read more →
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